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Those who cannot remember the past, are condemned to repeat it
(George Santayana)

Introduction
Mr. Rector, dear colleagues, friends and family, ladies and gentlemen,
In 1969 I entered the University of Amsterdam to start a study in mathematics, physics and
astronomy while in my fourth year I decided to concentrate on applied mathematics. That was not a
very obvious choice; it was the end of the sixties and most of my friends (if taking up a university
study at all) entered the humanities or social or political studies, or medicine, and certainly not a
weird study like mathematics. And to be honest, if asked what I wanted to do later, I had no idea
either, I simply liked the clear structure of mathematical reasoning … and I still do, although I felt
somewhat inclined to engineering applications. For that, I better should have gone to Delft (I never
considered Eindhoven or Twente at that time) but life in Amsterdam seemed far more attractive. I
did consider a study of history shortly, inspired by my school teacher who was a great story teller,
but I guess I did realize that mathematics might offer more future options. But what they might be I
still didn’t have much idea.
Three years later, in 1972, a book was published that somehow pushed me in the direction of what
now is called systems engineering, although I did not immediately realize that. That book was “Limits
to Growth”, also known as the first Report of the Club of Rome (Meadows et al.,
1972). The Club of Rome was a group of individuals from academia, civil society,
diplomacy, and industry, with a common concern for the future of humanity in
view of the unlimited exploitation of the earth’s natural resources. “Limits to
Growth” provided an analysis of the consequences of unlimited economic growth,
depletion of natural resources, and environmental pollution. The book received
worldwide attention, possibly also due to the emergence of the first oil crisis one
year later, although that crisis had little to do with the predictions of the report
which were at best long term anyhow. Next to support, it also received much
criticism of being too simplistic or underexposing the role of technology as a countervailing power.
Still, it contained an important message of building a more sustainable future, but what struck me in
the report was not just the message but also the underlying analytical framework, known as System
Dynamics. I quickly recognized the differential analysis that formed the basis of System Dynamics and
more general the role of mathematics in modeling important real world problems.
System Dynamics had been developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) by
professor Jay Forrester who initially published it under the name Industrial Dynamics, later followed
by a book with the ambitious title World Dynamics (Forrester, 1961, 1973). What Forrester basically
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demonstrated in his first work is how to gain a
better understanding of the complexities of
large industrial systems, systems that we now
would call supply chains, by building elaborate
models that showed how these systems
behave under different scenarios. The next
step then is of course how to control such
systems to achieve certain objectives, such as
high productivity or short response times, the
avoidance of waste, or simply stability in a
volatile market. An example of the latter is the
so-called bullwhip effect that describes how
small variations in market demand may amplify
upstream in a supply chain, resulting in strongly
fluctuating pipeline inventories. Key concepts in the analysis were that of positive and negative
feedback loops, concepts that are still dominant in modern control theory. In almost the same
period, Operations Research developed into a mature discipline, with methods such as Linear and
Dynamic Programming, and gradually I made my first steps in the world of dynamic systems. The set
of instruments developed by Forrester appeared to be very helpful in analyzing also sustainability
problems as outlined in “Limits to Growth”. By this time, however, I was far more attracted by
systems analysis as such, and more in particular its application in an industrial context, and although
related to sustainability, environmental problems were certainly not my first concern.
For my PhD, I moved from Amsterdam to the Eindhoven University of Technology, to study dynamic
systems under uncertainty, after which I briefly returned to the University of Amsterdam. But readily,
I grew impatient and in 1983 decided to accept an offer of Philips, to be confronted with real
problems in manufacturing and supply chains, and to see what quantitative systems analysis could
possibly contribute. I spent 8 years with Philips, and till today I consider them a most rewarding
experience. The second half of that period, from 1986 onwards, the work at Philips was combined
with a part-time professorship at the Eindhoven University of Technology, which offered me the
opportunity to work with students and PhD’s on problems directly derived from my experiences in
industry. In 1990, finally, I accepted an invitation to become a full professor in Production
Management at the University of Twente, at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering (now part of
Engineering Technology). Since then I moved around in different positions within the university but,
except for one year back in Eindhoven, never entirely left it anymore. In Twente, I continued my
journey in Industrial Engineering, more specifically focused on the design and control of modern
manufacturing and supply chain systems. In what follows, I’ll share with you the road that I travelled,
partly fueled through my experiences in both Philips and other companies I worked with.
Industrial and Systems Engineering
What is Industrial Engineering? Essentially, Industrial Engineering (IE) is concerned with the design,
development, planning and control of at first primarily manufacturing systems, soon extended to
logistics systems and in general integrated systems of people, equipment, materials, and processes.
The discipline had its roots in mechanical engineering, to prepare engineers for more managerial
positions, and that was exactly my role in Twente. At the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering I was
able to work with students with on the one hand a firm background in hardcore technology and
engineering but also interested in a broader view on manufacturing and logistics systems. And so, I
worked closely with colleagues in Production Technology, Engineering Automation and Control
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Theory. Industrial Engineering is typically an integrative discipline, combining knowledge from
engineering, information theory, Operations Research, accounting, organization theory and system
dynamics. Currently, the adjective “Industrial” is in fact too narrow; Industrial Engineering may now
include any methodical or quantitative approach to optimizing the way a process, system, or
organization operates, and hence “Systems Engineering” is often viewed a more appropriate term.
Numerous applications are found in logistics and supply chains, financial and non-profit institutions
such as hospitals and other health care organizations, civil engineering, governance, mobility
networks, humanitarian relief operations and disaster management. The discipline has gained
tremendously from the developments in Information and Communication Technology, and more
recently from the emphasis on data modeling and data analytics. At the same time, Business
Information Systems are an important field of application of Industrial Engineering, e.g. in the
development of Enterprise Resource Planning, advanced Decision Support Systems and more
recently multi-agent models.
Global Supply Chains, Logistics, Manufacturing and Transport
It is not uncommon that some 70 to 80 % of all the devices we daily use or the food we consume are
not fabricated or grown in our home region or country but elsewhere, not seldom even at other
continents. That holds for furniture, electronics, food, medicine and even flowers. Products of the
world have found their way to our households and exactly that is the function of supply chains.

Supply chain configuration

The figure above displays the various components of a supply chain and how they relate to each
other. Typically, a supply chain consists of a sequence of phases, starting with the procurement (or
mining, or harvesting) of basic materials or components to finally sales and delivery, and more and
more also including, as we will see, after sales trajectories through maintenance and upgrade
services. In case products are taken back at the end of their life cycle, to possibly re-use components
or materials in future products, we speak of closed loop supply chains. Each phase may be further
divided in sub-phases; generally the largest value is added in the manufacturing and assembly
phases. The process that ensures that a next phase can start
and hence that all materials, parts, equipment, information
and operators are available is called logistics, and includes
inventory management between any two phases,
warehouse operations, stock replenishment operations, and
finally physical transport. Hence, transport is just one
function of the broader concept of logistics, which itself is
again just a part of the still broader concept of supply chains.
Most worldwide supply chains however are spread across multiple companies or organizations,
leading to a chain or network of similar processes (Simchi-Levi et al., 2008). Indeed, many so-called
OEM’s (Original Equipment Manufacturers) such as Philips, ASML, Thales and others, are primarily
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system integrators, assembling components delivered by first tier suppliers, who build these
components based on parts delivered by second tier suppliers, etc. (although parts and components
are not seldom co-designed with the OEM). The same holds for most food producers that use
ingredients supplied by the agricultural sector, or intermediate processors.
My journey at Philips
Let me now take you back to September 1983 when I entered the Philips organization. Almost
immediately, I got involved in various projects dealing with factory automation and computer
integrated manufacturing, and gradually in supply chain projects in various product divisions, such as
consumer electronics, medical systems, large and small domestic appliances, semiconductor
manufacturing, and the light division (as of 2018, several divisions are no longer part of Philips). Soon
however, it became clear that the company as a whole did not perform well, due to a poor response
to global competition and organizational inertia. Supply chains were characterized by very long lead
times and hence by high pipeline stocks. Inventory holding costs (loss of interest, costs of materials
handling and warehousing, insurance and safety expenses, IT systems) generally represent some 20%
of the product price, representing a very substantial cost factor. The figure below indicates stock
levels for a specific consumer supply chain in 1984.

Typically, high pipeline stocks are an indication of not only long but in particular badly synchronized
phases in a supply chain, as also known from the industrial dynamics literature, so the next step was
to investigate some supply chains in more detail. Note that these pipeline inventories were generally
distributed across many phases, or actually in between any two phases in the supply chain, which
makes the problem not only less transparent but also easily leads to a situation in which no one feels
responsible for the overall chain. In fact, most European and US companies were facing similar
problems; problems that became even more severe when consumer demand was going to
differentiate, as a result of more prosperity. Not seldom, products still in the pipeline became
obsolete and could only be sold at dump prices. Again, how could that happen, and how to get back
in control again?

Developments in industry: history and future
Compared to today’s manufacturing and supply chain systems, it is hardly imaginable what dramatic
changes have taken place in a period of not more than 40 years, with the strong digitalization of
many daily used devices but certainly also manufacturing and supply chains, marked by notions such
as cyber physical systems, cloud manufacturing, 3D printing, autonomous transport and mobility,
circular economy and sharing economy. We will discuss these developments in more detail later but
to fully understand the revolution that took place in manufacturing and supply chains, it helps to
briefly review their historical development, and what caused the problems that we faced not only at
Philips but in most western production companies in the seventies and eighties.
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The first and second industrial revolution
To understand the causes of such a waste of energy, capital and resources, the models developed by
Forrester appeared to be useful, but but the roots of the problems can be traced back to the very
beginning, the emergence of industrial production and the first industrial revolution, of which the
start is generally dated around 1760. Before that time, manufacturing was merely a matter of
individual, small scale, domestic craftsmanship; indeed the word stems from the Latin manu factus,
literally made by hand. The following discussion draws heavily on Zijm and Klumpp (2016).
The mechanization of the first industrial revolution founds its origin in England, somewhere in 1760,
with the invention and application of the steam engine by Thomas Newcomen and James Watt, with
first applications in the textile and steel industry. In 1776, one of the first
systematic studies of manufacturing and productivity appeared in the widely
acclaimed publication of Adam Smith, entitled “An inquiry into the nature and
causes of the wealth of nations” or shortened “The wealth of nations” (Smith,
1776). In that work he explained, among many other
things, the merits of what has become known as the
“principle of labor division” and clearly
demonstrated the productivity gains that could be
achieved through task specialization, and hence
optimally exploiting learning curve principles. That
publication marked the start of the dominant
philosophy of efficiency through specialization, worked out towards a first
theory on production organizations by Charles Babbage (who later became
known as the father of the digital computer) in a book with the title “On the
Economy of Machinery and Manufactures” (Babbage, 1832).
Ideas of efficiency through specialization also were
governing the second industrial revolution, of which
the start is generally dated around 1860. The second
industrial revolution concerned the electrification
and mechanical automation of production processes
(Chandler, 1977), with which we entered the era of
mass production, with all the positive and negative
social circumstances associated with it. Mass
production requires physical concentration and so the massive factories were born that colored the
industrial landscape in the 19th and large parts of the 20th century. Ideas of mass production were
governing the development of the steel industry by Andrew Carnegie, the large food conglomerates,
the automotive sector and so on: scale, not scope was the leading paradigm. Famous became the
reply of Henry Ford to the question in what color the T-Ford was going to be produced and
customers might choose from: “Any color, as long as it’s black”. It was also the time in which the first
scientific management theories were developed, with Frederick Winslow Taylor, now often viewed
as the first industrial engineer, as its most prominent representative. His work on time and motion
studies, best working practices and in particular the differential piece rate system, was followed by
pioneers such as Frank and Lilian Gilbreth, and Henry Gantt, who introduced the Gantt Chart in
project management, while a first attempt to systemize quality management was developed by
Walter Shewhart through his work at Bell Labs on Statistical Process Control methods. The famous
formula of the most economic production batch, developed independently by Harris and Wilson, was
also an example of the economies-of-scale philosophy. The development of Operations Research as a
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discipline in and shortly after the second world war followed similar lines, focusing on cost-efficiency
as the dominating performance measure.
Most factories in the 19th and still large parts of the 20th century were organized along the “efficiency
through specialization” or “separation of concerns” principle, with a highly functional structure in
which each department was driven by efficiency principles. Mass production continued to be the
name of the game, also in the first two decades after the Second World War. There was a shortage of
the most basic goods; everything that could be made could be sold. And so, the system worked
pretty well as long as product variety was limited. But in the late fifties in the US, and the early sixties
in Europe, prosperity grew and consumers began to demand larger variety. Manufacturing industries
responded but at the same time were not ready to abandon mass production. More versatile
machines were introduced, able to produce a greater variety of products albeit at the cost of large
setup or changeover times. The result was still production in large batches, alternately of different
product versions, but in a highly functionally structured organization such a process necessarily leads
to high stock levels between any two phases in a supply chain, not only within a company but also
between companies. The transfer of production to low wage countries in the Far East and Southern
America can be seen as a further attempt to sustain mass production at affordable costs but in fact
worsened the problems, simply because long distances cause long transport lines and hence
automatically high in transit stock. Essentially, that was the situation that not only Philips but most
western companies were facing in the late seventies of the preceding century.
The oil crises and lessons learned
The two oil crises of 1973 and 1979 for the first time revealed the vulnerability of the prevalent
production philosophy (Zijm and Klumpp, 2016). Raw material prices and interest rates raised sharply
(at the end of the seventies western countries faced an interest rate of 12%) and industrial
companies started to realize that long supply chains with high pipeline stocks represent an enormous
amount of capital invested, which could not appropriated alternatively, with in addition high costs to
maintain them. Besides, long supply chains make it almost impossible to quickly adapt to changing
market demand. Companies were inert, and increasingly vulnerable when competition would
become fierce. And competition became fierce, in particular in consumer electronics and in the
automotive industry, as many European and American manufacturers started to realize. In particular
Japanese companies, with Toyota as the most famous example but also Sony and Nissan, did
significantly better with much lower supply chain costs. These companies
somehow had learned to produce high quality products while avoiding any
waste in terms of materials or resource capacity or unnecessary stock. That
was a remarkable achievement, even more since Japan is a country that
almost entirely lacks natural resources. Toyota for instance became famous
for its Just-in-Time system (Monden, 2011), i.e. producing only parts when
needed, in the desired quantity, quite the opposite of the large piles of
stocks that marked the western industrial landscape. Another phenomenon
in Japanese industry was the installation of Quality Circles that continuously
sought to improve processes and to avoid any non-value added activity or
muda, now familiar terms that form the basis of lean manufacturing.
Many explanations were suggested to explain that undeniable success, from purely mechanical to
highly philosophical. A commonly accepted one places the traditional reductionist approach of
western analysts to solve a problem against the more holistic view of Japanese scientists and
engineers (Hopp and Spearman, 2008). Briefly formulated: western scientists and engineers were
trained to functionally decompose a problem in various sub problems, next optimize each of these
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sub problems and finally combining the various solutions into an overall satisfactory outcome,
possibly after some reiteration. The basic principle is to optimize a system, given the underlying
process parameters. The success of Japanese manufacturing in
particular lies in the fact that engineers followed the reverse route: first
they stated what performance values were desirable, after which they
re-engineered and tuned all underlying processes and machines as long
as needed in order to meet these performance values. That is the idea
of so-called Quality Circles but also of techniques to systematically
reduce set-up times, of which the Single Minute Exchange of Dies
(SMED) is a well-known example (Shingo, 1985). Instead of accepting
process parameters, they re-engineered them to meet overall targets. Such an approach now may
seem trivial, but it wasn’t at the time: the idea to never accept a situation as just given but
continuously question its origins may be a good scientific approach but at that time certainly did not
represent practice in western industry.
The third industrial revolution
What did help western industries to become more flexible, more agile, were indeed the attainments
brought forward by the third industrial revolution, also starting in the early sixties of the preceding
century. It marked a period in which the automation and computerization of product design,
manufacturing and logistics processes firmly took shape. Examples of hardware automation included
assembly robots, Computer Numerically Controlled workstations,
automatic transport and materials handling systems in warehouses and
on the manufacturing floor, etc. Most of these systems are so-called
mechatronic systems, which combine hard- and software, including
mechanical engineering, control engineering and information
technology. Also, first Artificial Intelligence applications, although still
rudimentary, were implemented in the form of decision support and
expert systems, though not comparable to the machine learning
systems that today guide the development of new generations of robots
and autonomous vehicles. However, what mechatronic, robotized
assembly and materials handling systems of the third technological
revolution did bring about was a level of flexibility far away from the
classical, mass production based, inert industrial practices of earlier
times. I was able to closely monitor and actually contribute to the design of new production systems
when working at Philips. It certainly also inspired most of the work in my group in the first ten years
in the Production and Operations Management Group in the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering at
the University of Twente.
Flexibility was also enhanced significantly by two developments in product design: miniaturization
and modularity. The first made products cheaper, the second enables an almost endless variety of
customized products from a rather limited set of basic components, through smart assembly or “plug
& play”. Modularity allows to postpone product customization till the end of the supply chain, as e.g.
practiced by the Swedish furniture manufacturer IKEA. Today, many companies apply similar
practices, in the computer industry but also in the construction industry and e.g. in shipbuilding.

The Fourth Industrial Revolution: Industry 4.0
At the level of the individual company, the third Industrial revolution meant a real breakthrough.
However, when products become more complex, supply chains (or better, supply networks) tend to
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become larger and larger, even more so when companies decide to concentrate only on their core
businesses (or services) and outsource any activity not belonging to their focal area, still following the
functional specialization paradigm. But that makes synchronization even more necessary, and
although ERP systems were supposed to tackle that problem, they just take care of administrative
issues, and even that in a rather crude and rigid way. The key idea of the fourth industrial revolution,
or Industry 4.0, or Smart Industry, is to leave low
level synchronization to devices and materials
themselves, which, equipped with intelligence,
record their performance and needs, monitor their
environment, receive information from other
network nodes, and take action based upon that
input by means of intelligent algorithms, which in
turn may adapt based on past experiences. That is a
full-fledged Internet of Things, an important building
block of cyber physical systems in which hard- and
software are entirely integrated, but moreover
equipped with machine learning based intelligence
that enables them to operate in principle
unattended, with only a supervisory role for the
human operator. It requires seamless, smooth connectivity over all phases of a supply chain,
synchronization independent of place and time. Jeremy Rifkin (2014) predicts that the advance of the
Internet of Things eventually leads to a situation in which the marginal cost of producing and sharing
a wide range of products and services becomes almost negligible, just like many information services.
Today, Industry 4.0 is still in its infancy: sensor networks, data and process mining, external services
such as cloud computing and cloud manufacturing, autonomous devices (including robots) and
agent-based negotiations, together make up such future networks. Of course, digitalization is key but
it makes sense to briefly start with revisiting the physical part of cyber physical systems.
New materials and manufacturing technologies
The design of new and lightweight (bio-)materials and their application in a wide variety of products
poses exciting new possibilities to diminish both the costs and ecological footprint of these products.
Rapid advances in such fields as polymer technology, bio-engineering and nanotechnology already
lead to products that could not have been imagined only 10 years ago, and to materials and even
medicine with built-in information and communication technology. Technologies like additive
manufacturing (3D printing) and micro-machining are both steps towards mass-customization but in
addition have a profound logistic impact, for instance in stimulating “local for local” production.
Additive manufacturing applies in particular in small batch and one-of-a-kind manufacturing, where it
may lead to far shorter lead times and hence a reduction of so-called anticipation (safety) stocks,
because it allows production at the place and time needed. Another manifestation of improvement
through technology is the continuous development of cleaner and non-fossil fuel based engines
(applied in e.g. electric, hybrid or LNG-powered vehicles for city distribution and local passenger
transport, but also in both inland and sea vessels as an attempt to diminish the environmental
footprint). It is important to take an integrated supply chain perspective when focusing on reducing
its negative impacts. As an example, consider product design. Modular product design enables the
transport of components instead of full products which not only results in a higher package density
but also allows customization close to the end-user, and therefore a reduction of anticipation or
safety stocks. Further, note that 3D-printing and additive manufacturing in general is based on
material addition, instead of material removal as in classical machining, hence in principle has a
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waste avoidance potential. Smart packaging logistics also may help to reduce volumes and to avoid
waste, in particular when using bio-degradable package materials.
Digitalization of manufacturing and services
The digital transformation and in particular the introduction of cyber-physical systems has brought
about a fundamental paradigm shift in many aspects of the industrial manufacturing and services
industry. Without attempting to be complete, we discuss a few of its most prominent manifestations.
o

Sensor Technology and the Internet of Things

Sensor-technology has developed rapidly from classical condition monitoring techniques (for
instance used in maintenance and service operations, and quality assurance) to Remote Frequency
Identification (RFID) that allows for the identification of objects without the need of visual access to
the identifier. The next step is to connect automatic signaling to subsequent actions. The term
Internet of Things is used to denote devices that communicate with each other without necessary
human interference and subsequently activate automatic devices to perform follow-up actions (e.g.
robots in a warehouse to pick replenishment items for transport to the desired location). Another
interesting field is maintenance and service management where by means of remote monitoring the
need for preventive maintenance actions is detected and subsequently both logistics and repair
actions are automatically planned.
o

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning

The use of Artificial Intelligence techniques is expected to play a dominant role in many societal
domains, including logistics and supply chains. While cognitive computing is often used for the
processing of highly unstructured data sets (e.g., by Natural Language Processing), machine learning
is a promising technique to enhance automatic decision making
in more structured environments, without defining and coding
all applicable rules beforehand. Machine learning may be based
on a variety of techniques (e.g., neural networks, logistic
regression) and can play an important role in predictive
analytics. As an example, we mention the shift from preventive
to predictive maintenance, based on smart condition monitoring
of assets and, if needed, the automatic determination of actions
to restore a desired functionality. Both cognitive computing and
machine learning techniques have proven their value in the development of personalized marketing
instruments but are also expected to play a key role in future operations design (Bostrom, 2014).
o

Cloud Computing and Cloud Manufacturing

Cloud Computing indicates the use of a common space and infrastructure to perform a large variety
of digital operations and thereby diminishes the need of local computing capacity by exploiting
shared resources and communication infrastructures. It also offers the possibility to share work
around the globe, as already happens in product design for many years by means of Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI). Cloud Manufacturing is actually the manufacturing equivalent of cloud computing
and is a direct consequence of the possibility to define all aspects of a product or part digitally,
including the ways it should be processed. The emergence of 3D-print service companies is just one
manifestation, but also the use of a common infrastructure for manufacturing planning and control
(cloud-based Enterprise Resource Planning systems) is viewed as an example of cloud manufacturing
(see Chapter 12 in Zijm et al., 2018).
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Technologies such as 3D printing, possibly executed as a cloud manufacturing solution, enhance our
possibilities to present customized solutions to an increasingly diverse client base. In some fields, a
further paradigm shift is observed in that customers are primarily interested in platform-based
services (music streaming, cloud computing or manufacturing, car sharing), without necessarily
owning the platform itself (sharing economy).
o

Virtual and Augmented Reality

As virtual reality technology continues to improve, many services in business will be severely
impacted. In systems design, virtual reality offers the option to explore alternative designs, e.g. in
future building constructions by enabling the
potential user to “walk through” a particular
variant with the aim to provide useful feedback
to the designer. In manufacturing and
transport, virtual reality enables engineers to
become familiar with new techniques or with
the control of complex machinery without
being physically confronted with it (as a flight
simulator used for training car drivers or
aircraft pilots). Serious games have proven to
be an excellent tool in familiarizing
management with the effects of their decisions
made in complex environments. In maintenance we find applications in which an engineer on the
spot receives instructions from a digital device that contains and displays a full model of the object
under inspection. This is a field in which also augmented reality has proven to be helpful. As the term
suggests, augmented reality adds computer-generated (often, graphical) information to elements
observed in the real world. The information may be based on data from sensors that is not directly
observable (a simple example is an electronic parking assistant in a car) but may also use background
database information (an eye-glass that projects information about a person observed in reality).
Augmented images may also be entirely fictitious in which case they are often projected on real
world images and observed via special equipment such as a head-mounted display. Both virtual and
augmented reality have raised high expectations in training people for a variety of tasks in
manufacturing and logistics, but also in helping to secure safety in logistics and supply chain
operations.
Digitalization of Logistics and Supply Chain operations
The digital transformation has revolutionized both businesses and personal life in recent decades.
Along with that, we witness an unprecedented growth in the production and usage of data, for a
significant part generated automatically, through smart sensor and monitoring systems. The success
of companies like Amazon, Google and Alibaba is in the first place due to their ability to process and
analyze large amounts of data and to use the results of such analyses for the development of
personalized services. Below, we discuss a number of direct consequences of digitilization on the way
we may design our logistics and supply chain processes.
o

Robotics and Driverless Vehicles

Automation in manufacturing and logistics has already an impressive track record (computer
integrated manufacturing, robotic assembly, automatic guided vehicles, automated storage and
retrieval systems) but so far concerned primarily indoor operations. The increased pace of the
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development of autonomous vehicles will not only
impact passenger but also freight transport, both in
last-mile distribution and in long-haul transport,
where we now see experiments with platooning of
freight trucks. Similarly, unmanned cargo aircrafts
(not to be mistaken with drones) are receiving
considerable attention, in particular for the transport
of goods in less developed or densely populated
regions. Clearly, such developments pose important
new research questions in terms of the infrastructure
needed to allow such autonomous devices to operate, including the use of Internet of Things
technology to move safely around obstacles and to prevent collisions. Robotics, autonomous vehicles
and unmanned aircraft (including drones) and ships are not just examples of high-level technical
automation but in addition use artificial intelligence techniques to make short-term decisions
autonomously.
o

Supply chain transparency, safety and security

Increased data transparency may help to improve safety and security in supply chains, particularly to
diminish the risks of fraud (Hintsa, 2011). Electronic document handling is already fully engrained in
commerce. The goal for each stakeholder in a complex, heterogeneous supply chain is to be able to
verify all the required information, to access and modify the data to the extent authorized, and to
ensure a secure and uninterrupted logistics process such that the goods are delivered from the
producer to the receiver without any delay or loss in any link in a complex chain. A promising
development may be the use of blockchain technology. A blockchain basically is a growing list of
records (blocks) such that each block contains an encrypted hash of a previous block which makes it
inherently resistant against modification of data by design. As an open, distributed ledger it enables
easy verification and possibly certification of transactions by relevant partners and therefore offers
prevention against any act of theft or fraud.
o

Supply chain control towers and the Physical Internet

The growing interest in supply chain control towers is a direct consequence of the enhanced
transparency caused by increased data visibility. However, the translation of data into meaningful
information is not self-evident. Classical data analytics techniques such as statistical analysis and
pattern recognition are now enriched with tools arising in the field of artificial intelligence. Control
towers may help individual companies to improve logistics and supply chain control at both a tactical
and an operational level, but also serve to synchronize operations of various companies with the aim
to both reduce costs and negative environmental effects, e.g., by pooling resources in freight logistics
across supply chains (horizontal collaboration) or by integrating sales, manufacturing and distribution
schedules along supply chains (vertical collaboration).
The Physical Internet (Montreuil,
2011) presents a vision of a
common infrastructure used by
logistics service providers which
entirely takes over responsibility
from shippers and customers for a
smooth and seamlessly integrated
handling of transport orders. It is
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similar to the file-handling system of the digital internet, and is based on standardization of modular
packets, electronic documents, routing protocols and payment procedures. The Physical Internet is
an attempt to overcome the current highly fragmented world of shippers, forwarders, logistics
service providers, supply chain finance agents and other stakeholders that lacks pooling and
synchronization.
o

E-commerce and last-mile delivery

The unprecedented growth and success of e-commerce transactions is largely due to a superb
information infrastructure and to excellent logistics networks in which every step in the order and
shipping workflow is recorded, allowing the customer to trace the order at any time and if needed to
influence the shipping schedule. Next day or even same day delivery is only possible with a highly
advanced logistics order handling system. Yet, the
challenge will be to keep the system sustainable, in
particular in the light of the many return shipments
that come along with the growth of e-commerce.
Urban and last-mile transport are known to be the
most expensive part of a logistic distribution chain
which again requires well-thought control towers
focusing on horizontal and vertical collaboration.
Companies can efficiently transport products (large
and small) across thousands of miles on container ships, trains, and trucks, but getting it to the end
customer (last-mile delivery) is costly and time consuming. There are several factors that affect the
last-mile delivery, including traffic congestion, lack of infrastructure, and uncertainty in exact delivery
time. Amazon offers its prime customers two-hour delivery of groceries and many household items in
thirty metropolitan cities in the US. With their recent acquisition of Whole Foods and vertical
integration into the logistics business, they are able to minimize the negative experiences relative to
the last-mile delivery for their customers by shipping goods to customers at a time and location
specified by the customer. Driverless vehicles also offer a potential for last-mile transportation. The
time that products are dropped in a safe box at the destination, accessed by an unattended vehicle
and a handling robot via a special code, is not far away, which moreover facilitates night delivery.

Towards sustainable supply chains
How can recent developments in industrial technology, as sketched above, help to build more
sustainable supply chains? Before answering that question, it is important to define what exactly we
mean with sustainability. Most scholars describe sustainability as a three-fold concept, indicated by
the labels <people, planet, profit>, i.e. with an economic, environmental and social or societal
dimension. So far, we primarily discussed economic aspects of technological developments, while
improving customer service. Below, we discuss environmental and societal aspects of supply chains,
and ways to improve their performance on these dimensions.
The Report of the Club or Rome “Limits to Growth” did not just meet support but also heavy criticism
of being too simplistic while the impact of technology innovation was insufficiently valued. Although
indeed some predictions did not come true, the message of the report could not be misunderstood:
depletion of natural resources and environmental pollution should not be neglected. Unfortunately,
the reactions were at best very modest, and it took 35 years before a similar movement came up,
this time to warn for the impact of global warming and climate change, with the movie “An
inconvenient truth” initiated by former US vice-president and noble laureate Al Gore. And again we
encountered both actions of endorsement, such as the Paris agreement, and skepticism or even
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complete denial of any human influence. Indeed, history seems to repeat itself. But there is
overwhelming evidence that the way we have designed and organized manufacturing and supply
chains, is not sustainable, at least in certain sectors, in terms of the energy and resources footprints,
but also in terms of its social and environmental consequences.
Long haul transportation
Many existing logistics systems cause serious and in the long run unacceptable environmental
damage, due to for instance the emission of hazardous materials (CO2, NOx, particulate matter),
congestion, stench, noise and more general the high price that has to be paid in terms of
infrastructural load. While the European Committee has set clear targets to reduce Greenhouse Gas
Emissions (GGE) in 2015 to 60 % as compared to 1990, the percentage of transport related GGE has
increased from 25 % in 1990 to 36 % today (ALICE, 2014).
One way to reduce the
environmental impact is to shift
to more economic, but slower
transport modes, in particular to
better use the rail and water
infrastructure instead of road
transport. Such a modal shift
does not necessarily have to
lead to much larger transit
times, provided there exists an
infrastructure that allows for
swift cross docking between
alternative modes, preferably
even dependent on actual
circumstances (blockage of
specific connections, extreme
weather conditions), hence without planning the use of a particular mode long in advance. Such a
synchromodal transport system requires not only an adequate physical infrastructure but moreover
an information system that smoothly switches between distinct modes and ideally suggests
alternative routes if needed. A good example is the current system of connections between the Port
of Rotterdam in the Netherlands and its hinterland, consisting of rivers and multi-mode inland
terminals (partly at the Dutch-German border, but also in Duisburg, Germany) where transport may
switch to rail or road, in that way enabling efficient container transport between the Rotterdam
harbor and inner-European destinations.
Urban logistics
As urbanization continues2 it becomes an unprecedented challenge to keep cities livable, which
includes a sustainable logistics planning and execution. The development of wealth in Asia and Latin
America has resulted in a huge shift from agricultural and nomadic forms of living to urban life. More
and more cities with over 10 million inhabitants will emerge requiring different modes of transport
and logistics systems than available today. There is an increasing interdependency between supply
chain design or management, and urban planning or land-use management. Cities are centers of
economic activity and that has raised questions of sustainable logistics planning and execution,
2

In 2007 the world passed the point in which more than half of its population is living in urbanized areas, in some
developed countries the urban population percentage is well above 70%, and continues to rise.
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energy and food supply, waste management and more general … governance. To mitigate the impact
of congestion and hazardous materials emission, a relatively easy solution is the installation of city
distribution centers (CDC’s) at the edges of a metropolitan area, i.e. cross-docking and temporary
storage facilities from which only small, fully loaded, possibly electric vans may enter a city. Within
the IEBIS department, we have completed various studies on better use of transport infrastructure
and the pros and cons of CDC’s. However, such a solution requires strong governance to withstand
the debates on who should benefit and who should pay for establishing such a solution. We will
come back to this debate when discussing new business models.
Supply chain safety and security
Border-crossing supply chains and logistics systems often concern high-value goods, and therefore
are vulnerable to crime and illicit acts. Within the European research programs, various projects have
developed roadmaps to enhance supply chain safety and security. Regarding safety, extensive
attention has been paid to safe working
conditions (and for instance driving hour
regulations) but the fight for supply
chain security, abandoning crimes and
illegal activities, appears to be a harder
one. Economic crimes for example
include: theft (robbery, larceny,
hijacking, looting, etc.), organized
immigration crime (human trafficking,
illegal immigration), IPR violations and
counterfeiting and customs law
violations (tax fraud, prohibited goods).
Alternatively, ideologically or politically motivated crimes occur, next to obvious vandalism (Hintsa,
2011). A legislative framework may in principle safeguard society against these unwanted practices
and provide a mandate for government authorities to act. However, the challenge often is to find a
balance between required inspections and interventions, and the economic interests of shippers and
logistic service providers who wish to minimize delays, inefficiencies and additional costs.
Another aspect of supply chain security is supply chain resilience, which can be defined as the ability
to maintain, resume, and restore operations after a major disruption (Gaonkar and Viswanadham,
2007). This is a critical aspect of supply chain risk management and is generally seen as one of the
major future challenges. Disruptions to supply chains can prove costly, as demonstrated by several
natural disasters. Significant supply chain disruptions have been found to cut the share price of
impacted companies by 7% on average (WEF/Accenture, 2013).
Resource scarcity
Natural resources are scarce and not evenly
distributed in terms of type and
geographical location in the world. Logistic
chains enable the distribution of materials,
food and products from the locations where
they are extracted, harvested or produced
to people’s homes and nearby stores.
Current supply chains and logistics systems
are global, partly due to natural conditions but certainly also because of labor rate differences
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between emerging and mature economies. First indications of reshoring production however
become visible, not only because wage rates are moving upwards in a number of Far-Eastern
countries, but also since the amount of manual labor needed in high tech products continues to
diminish, while logistic costs are increasing. As a result, future supply chains are believed to be
“glocal”: global when needed, local when possible. On the other hand, global supply chains will
remain inevitable in cases where conditions for growing food ingredients are only satisfied in some
regions in the world, or when minerals are only locally available. They will also continue to exist in
cases where material processing consumes such an immense amount of energy that this is only
sustainable at places where energy is abundantly and sustainably available, such as locations with
geothermic energy, locations with water-powered energy generation, and locations with long
periods of sunshine.
Another example of an attempt to reduce the waste of resources in production is the work on the
Water Footprint Network, see Hoekstra and Chapagain (2008) who convincingly demonstrate the
extreme waste of fresh water in many modern production and supply networks. Major multinational
industries have now joined the Water Footprint Network and are re-engineering their production
processes in an attempt to diminish their water footprint.
The circular economy
The concept of the circular economy refers to a system in which waste is turned into fuel or
resources for future production, as discussed e.g. by McDonough and Braungart (2002), who named
it the “cradle to cradle” economy as opposed to the linear “cradle to grave” economy. The idea is
that products at the end of their useful life should not end up in landfill but instead returned and
eventually serve as feedstock to new products and services. Since
then, many studies have concentrated on the design and planning
of closed loop supply chains, i.e. supply chains where products or
equipment at the end of their useful life are returned,
disassembled and either components, or basic parts, or sometimes
just materials are processed and reused in subsequent
applications, helped by new technologies for materials separation.
Industrial Symbiosis is also an attempt to combine economic and
ecological goals, in which industries may use residue or waste products from sometimes entirely
different industries as feedstock in their production processes. Such a symbiotic relationship may
indeed reduce the charges paid for landfill, while at the same time diminish purchasing costs (of fresh
materials), thereby providing another example in which economy and environment both win. The
Industrial Engineering and Business Information Sciences (IEBIS) department is involved in a large
European project with partners from some five countries to design both the information
infrastructure and decision support methodologies for such Industrial Symbiosis networks.
Servitization and the sharing economy
The key idea behind servitization is the realization that both private consumers and industrial asset
owners basically need the functionality of assets and products, rather than the products itself (Cohen
et al., 2006, Neely, 2008). Initially, this idea has led to the establishment of after sales service models
that aim to deliver improved availability and system performance based on service level agreements.
One step further is not to sell products anymore but to lease them, or to offer “power by the hour”
contracts as some industrial equipment suppliers already do. Apart from the long-term relationship
between supplier and customer and the emphasis on lifecycle support it also enables a planned takeback and renewal of systems at the end of their functional lifetime. Rolls Royce is an example of a
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company which may sell usage hours of its engines, instead of the engines itself, hence a customer
pays per hour of engine power used. Pay per click systems for copiers do the same.
But also consumers have discovered the sharing economy principle, and not only for systems or
products that are only occasionally used, but also if circumstances are such that owning equipment is
becoming too expensive. Many people living in urbanized areas do not own a car anymore but rely
on car sharing services, if occasionally in need. Music streaming and cloud computing are other forms
of the sharing economy.
The risk of an artificial divide
The current world population of 7.2 billion is projected to increase by 1 billion over the next 12 years
and reach 9.6 billion by 2050, according to a recent United Nations report (LOG2020, 2013). Within
Europe, population size is predicted to be stable – but a severe shift in population movements is
expected from Eastern to Western Europe. Ageing continues, meaning that people in general will
work longer in order to maintain a reasonable standard of living. Europe-based companies should be
prepared for scarcity of human resources and should be able to provide working conditions that
extend the working life of employees. The need
for trained workers requires a quality upgrade
of the human resource pool, in the first place
through better education and training, at all
levels, not just for research universities and
universities of applied sciences but also in
vocational training institutes. At the same time,
the introduction of robotics and automatic
devices in every aspect of life will continue, and
that may help to relieve simple tasks, but we
will need many people able to interact with
such devices. One of the biggest risks signaled is that of an artificial divide and that is a much more
serious risk than that of the disappearance of some jobs. We will need people, that at all levels can
interact with devices that help them to perform their task. A simple example concerns the
introduction of autonomous vehicles, or platooning in freight transport. Instead of just a driver’s
licence, the future driver will have a much more supervisory role, and that requires other skills.
Artificial Intelligence doesn’t stop human thinking, it requires more thinking and a big challenge
therefore is how to prepare future workers and system users alike.

Fair business or value models
So far, we have listed a number of measures and developments that may help to achieve more
sustainable supply chains. All these development heavily rely on state-of-the-art technologies, such
as the Internet of Things, enhanced data analytics techniques and intelligent decision making. But
technological innovations, although indispensable, are not sufficient to enable a transition towards
supply chains that fairly balance societal, ecological and economic sustainability. At least equally
important are the development of smart business and value models based on joint responsibilities of
all stakeholders involved, and a fair allocation of revenues instead of a focus on individual profit
maximization. Such a fair equilibrium solution requires first of all to explicitly account for so-called
external or intangible costs (referring to environmental and social effects) and to introduce either
regulation or incentives that help the various players to move towards a fair and still profitable
equilibrium. Since the interests of one important stakeholder, the public, can only be adequately
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represented by local, regional of (supra)national governments, the latter have an important role to
play in defining an equal level playing field.
What remedies are there to stimulate a transition towards more sustainability? Consider freight
transport by trucks once again: on average only half loaded while transport related GGE has
increased. The solution seems trivial: more collaboration and pooling of resources (trucks) leads to a
much higher efficiency and a reduction of kilometers driven, hence less fuel load and hazardous
particles emission while also reducing direct costs. But here we run into another problem which is
not so much technical but merely organizational: the fact that the logistics sector is extremely
fragmented, consisting of many small players each wishing to protect its own business. And even if
there is a potential will to collaborate, the question remains on how to fairly share both the profits
and the pain. A rather radical solution such as the Physical Internet, in which freight forwarders take
over logistics by using a commonly available infrastructure to ship parcels and packages, runs into a
similar problem. Technically, it can be done but when it comes to who is operating the network, and
how to govern a transition towards such a system, we again encounter a very fragmented logistics
world in which too many players wish to safeguard their individual businesses. External measures
such as road pricing or a penalty on carbon emission might help to force pooling but so far
governments have failed to take their responsibility.
A similar problem is encountered when discussing the installation of city distribution centers. A
natural objection of both shippers and logistics service providers is that such a system induces
additional materials handling, hence leads to higher costs. The counter argument that too much
traffic in densely populated urban areas also leads to (external) costs due to congestion, particles
emission or other unpleasant side effects may lead to a predictable response of the sector: these are
not our costs. And again, local governments might take measures to explicitly address these negative
effects, e.g. by introducing penalties for avoidable freight transport. Some cities have indeed
introduced such measures in an attempt to turn the tide.
At national levels, similar
arguments apply; generally
there is strong opposition
against any possible policy
that is felt to worsen the
competitive position of the
logistics sector in comparison
to those in neighboring
countries. In such a case,
supranational bodies need
sufficient power to take
actions such that again
profits and pain are equally
shared. Such actions do occur. The Paris agreement that aims at a possible reduction of the
temperature increase until 2050 is a first attempt, but also shows the difficulty in reaching worldwide
agreements as long as some stakeholders simply deny any human influence on climate change,
despite overwhelming evidence. Recently, agreements have been reached on a strong reduction of
plastic waste that currently pollutes the oceans (the so-called plastic soup), causing serious damage
to many sea animals. And even more recently, the European parliament approved a proposal of the
European Commission to charge the transport of freight per road on a more equal basis with rail, in
that way stimulating the transition towards rail transport.
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Costs and benefits
In all cases, the crucial discussion is that of costs and benefits, how to share them and how to escape
from the classical prisoner’s dilemma in which all players see a clear win-win situation but still no one
moves because of disputes on how to share both the profits and the pain, or simply because of fear
of losing one’s competitive position. In fact, economic game theory offers a clear path to arrive at
what is called a Nash3 equilibrium, loosely defined as a solution in which any deviation of any partner
will immediately reduce the overall profit. And how to arrive at a fair share in a potential cooperation
has been worked out by among others Lloyd Shapley, now known as
the Shapley value. However, what both Nash and Shapley assume is
that all effects in some way can be monetized, and that requires a
parametrization of so-called external or intangible costs. Many
scholars argue that that is impossible, but at the same time admit
that these costs eventually are paid anyhow by the public, via local
or national taxes. Penalizing negative effects is then just another way
of making these external costs explicit, with the main advantage of preventing environmental
damage instead of afterwards paying to repair the damage (which in general is far more expensive).
Policies that aim to penalize unsustainable behavior, or alternatively temporary subsidies to help
industries to cross a threshold, requires not just a bird’s eye view but also a strong political position
of the governments involved. But as governments are the only bodies to represent public interests
they are required to take action; private companies have other primary responsibilities and therefore
cannot be expected to act altruistically, unless they are stimulated, or strongly pushed, to do so.
Governments are in a position to define the level playing field of stakeholders, in this lecture supply
chain stakeholders (including the public), preferably by providing
proper incentives but sometimes by inflicting regulations or penalties
on unsustainable actions. They might also take a role as a launching
customer, or provide temporary subsidies that should terminate as
soon as a new equilibrium is reached (as Germany did in the wind
energy market for some years). That indeed requires a bird’s eye
view but above all a fair balance of public and private interests, and
the courage to avoid or withdraw regulations that favor one
particular sector but are detrimental to a sustainable society.

In conclusion
This valedictory lecture is supposed to mark my final farewell from the academy. I had earlier
farewell meetings, as the Rector of this university, as the Scientific Director of Dinalog, and from
several ancillary functions I have been in. And as before, also this time I won’t entirely leave; next to
other things I will continue the supervision of my remaining PhD’s, which moreover is one of the
many rewarding parts of academic life.
I have served in several functions at this university. I enjoyed each and every one of them, being a
professor, director of CTIT, building dean of the faculty of EEMCS, rector magnificus and others. In
this valedictory lecture, I deliberately decided to concentrate on topics in Industrial or Systems
Engineering, being my principle research interests, but I cannot deny that this lecture has also been
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The Nash equilibrium is named after noble laureate John Nash, also known from the book and movie with the
title “A beautiful mind”, which however primarily deals with his schizophrenic illness, less his fundamental
economic contribution. Also Lloyd Shapley, named hereafter, was a noble laureate.
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influenced by my other roles. I still cherish the opportunities I had as a rector to develop a broader
view on the role of technology, and on the interaction of engineering and social sciences, also
through the network build up outside the university. As said earlier, a university is a global institute
par excellence, a true international community and I sincerely hope that position will not be deferred
by current political debates on internationalization. Life brought me friends all over the world, and
that’s an additional present I cannot value enough. I could not have imagined beforehand how
enriching it is to work at a university, to be involved in debates at all levels, but in particular to be
inspired by so many people, students and colleagues alike, and I sincerely thank you for that.
Colleagues and former colleagues at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, at the Center for
Telematics and Information Technology, at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mathematics and
Computer Science, in the Executive Board, at the Faculty of Behavioral, Management and Social
Sciences, supporting staff, students, I learned from each and every one of you. Within the current
department of IEBIS I had the pleasure to interact with many, despite my absence again for a number
of years when serving at the Dutch Institute of Advanced Logistics, a challenge that I accepted in
hesitation but that in hindsight again helped me to sharpen my views, and that I therefore not would
have missed. Dear Jos, the fact that the former Operations Management and Business Information
Systems group merged, was not only a logical choice, but it helped us also to build a far more
complete coverage of our domain, and for sure a more sustainable group.
Ladies and gentlemen, I have been able to do what I did thanks to my family, my three daughters
Ellen, Svenja and Tessa and partners of which I feel extremely proud, and of course thanks to
Liesbeth, whom many of you know in particular from my period as rector when she could be seen at
the campus regularly either. Liesbeth was the one who had to endure not only my enthusiasm, but
also (sometimes) my frustrations, and she always listened, never got bored, at least she never said
so. I am grateful she stands by me already for so long.
Sometimes you wonder what life might have been in a different career. It’s a little bit as in the poem
of Robert Frost “The road not taken”, which many of you may know. At some time, the author
wonders whether he will ever come back to see what the other road might have led him to. I
consider myself now as being at such a crossing: I too am curious on what comes next.
Ladies and gentlemen, mr. Rector, I have spoken.
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